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DISPOSITIONS, STATES AND CAUSES
By ROBERTCUMMINS
I
his book, A MaterialistTheoryof Mind,D. M. Armstrongadvocates
what he calls a 'realist'theory of dispositions (cf. pages 85-88). His
position seems to be this: for a thing a to have a dispositiond is for a to
be in some states which is causallyresponsiblefor any events which are
manifestationsof d in a, or which would be causallyresponsiblefor such
events were there to be any. Armstrongholds in additionthat the state
s must, in principle anyway, be specifiablein non-dispositionalterms,
and in particularbe specifiableindependently of dispositional terms
describingd. In the light of this, Armstrongadvocatesthe identification
of a particulardispositionin a particularobject (d in a) with the underlying state or 'categoricalbasis' (s) which is causally responsible for
manifestationsof that disposition in that object, and hence claims that
did not
dispositions are causes. A subsequent discussion in ANALYSIS
lead Armstrong to modify his position substantially.Nevertheless, his
position does need modification,though not for the reasons advanced
by his critics. Indeed, we shall see that Armstronghas much the better
ground, if not better arguments.In what follows, I shall argue that (i)
dispositionsare not causes, except in a derivativesense, (ii) there is no
objection to identifying a disposition of a particularobject with the
underlying state, if any, and (iii) an object a's having a disposition d
which can be acquired or lost by a does require that there be a nondispositionallyspecifiablestate of a referenceto which explains (would
explain)manifestationsof d by a.

IN

II
29.2, December,
Roger Squires ('Are Dispositions Causes?' ANALYSIS

1968, p. 45) objected to Armstrong'sposition alleging that it involves
a vicious regress. Squire'sargumentis simple. Suppose we have something a with a dispositiond which is not manifestedat some time t. Now,
accordingto Armstrong,there must be some state s of a such that
(i) s would cause a to manifest d at t, were conditions propitious.
But (i), according to Squires, attributes a disposition to s; for (i) says
that, at t, s is disposed to cause a to manifest d. Call the disposition attri-

buted to s by (i) 'd". Armstrong'sposition requiresthat there be some
state s' of s such that
(2) s' would cause s to manifestd' (i.e., would cause s to cause a to

manifestd) at t, were conditions propitious.
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Squiresholdsthat(2) attributesa dispositiond"to s' justas (i) attributes
a dispositiond' to s. So Armstrong'stheoryrequiresa states" of s' such
that... etc. We are launched,it seems,on a regress(of states,or of
dispositions,as you like)with no end in sight.
Armstrong'sresponseto this ('Dispositionsare Causes',ANALYSIS
is curious.He admitsthat (i) attributesa
30o., October,1969,p. 26)
to
and
admits
thathis theoryrequiresa states' which
dispositiond' s,
wouldcausemanifestations
of d' at t wereconditionspropitious,but he
holds thats is identicalwith s', and hencethatthe regressis virtuous,
not vicious.Whatmakesthis replycuriousis the fact that a minimal
amountof obvious symbolmanipulationseemssufficientto refuteit.
For Armstrong'sreplyis to accept(2) with the provisothats=s'. But
substituting's' for 's" in (2) yieldsnonsense:
s would causes to manifestd' (i.e., s would causes to causea to
manifestd) at t, wereconditionspropitious.
a statecannotcauseitselfto causeanything,no matterhow
Presumably,
conditions
are.
propitious
Leslie Stevenson'sattempteddefenceof Armstrong'stheory('Are
DispositionsCauses?'ANALYSIS
29.6, June, 1969) is even moreunwelcomethanArmstrong'sown. Stevensonsuggeststhatwe maysavethe
spirit,if not the letter,of Armstrong'stheoryby droppingthe thesis
thatfor everydispositiond of an objecta theremustbe a non-dispositionallyspecifiablestateof a which would be causallyresponsiblefor
of d by a, and replacingit by the thesis that the
any manifestations
existenceof suchan underlyingstateis alwaysa good bet, as a matterof
empiricalfact.Thus,whenwe attributea dispositiond to a we arenot
committed
to the existenceof an underlyingstate,andhencewe
thereby
arenot therebycommittedto an infinityof underlyingstates.
This replyavoidsthe letterof Squire'sobjection,but not its spirit.
For, on Stevenson'sview, wheneverwe attributea dispositiond to an
objecta, we musthold either(i) thatthereis no underlyingstate--the
dispositionis a 'brute'disposition--or(ii) thatthereis someunderlying
states. (i) is certainlynot in the spiritof Armstrong:his theorywas
account
developedpreciselyto counterwhathe callsthe 'behaviourist'
of psychologicaldispositions,viz., thatsomepsychologicaldispositions
arebrutedispositions.(ii),on the otherhand,simplylaunchestheregress
again.We may stop at any stage,but only by assuming,at that stage,
that we have reacheda brute disposition. So we need not admitthat any
particulardisposition is a brute disposition, but we are committed to
some brute disposition or other every time we attributeany disposition

whateverto anythingwhatever.Thisis surelygivingup the mainpoint
of Armstrong'spositionto Squires.
DavidCoder('SomeMisconceptions
aboutDispositions',ANALrss
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29.6, June, 1969) adopts a much more promising line. His contention is
that (i) does not attribute a disposition to s, or to anything else. Rather,
according to Coder, (i) attributes a 'subjunctive property' to s, and
attribution of a subjunctive property P to something a does not commit
one to the existence of a non-dispositionally specifiable state which
causes (would cause) manifestations of P in a.
... not every case of an object that would exhibit some behaviour B in
some circumstancesC is a case of an object with a dispositionalproperty.
At a minimum, an object may be attributeda disposition on the grounds
that it would exhibit B in C, only if not every object would exhibit B in
C. For example, we do not say that an object is disposed to get wet in
water on the grounds that it would get wet if immersed in water. Any
object would do the same. The explanationfor our withholding attribution of a disposition in such cases seems to be that B is due to C entirely,
and not at all to any features of x. (Ibid., p. 20o.)
Hence Coder's reply to Squires:
... we can say what is wrong with Squires' particular assumption,
essential to his argument, that if the categorical basis would make x
exhibit B in C, that is a dispositional property of the categorical basis.
For ex hypothesi,that C obtains is sufficientto make the categoricalbasis
do its stuff. (Ibid., pp. 20z-2.)
Coder's distinction between dispositions and subjunctive properties
is made clearer by an example. Consider an inflated basketball b which
is submerged in water and held there. b would rise to the surface at t
were it unhindered at t. Is this a disposition of b, or a subjunctive
property? Presumably it is a disposition since removing hindrances is
not sufficient to make any old submerged object rise to the surface; the
ratio of the object's mass to its non-permeable volume must be less than
one (given metric measures). (The example is derived from O'Shaughnessy who calls the disposition in question elevancy--'. .. the property,
possessed by certain objects and substances of tending of their own
accord to rise to the surface of water. . . .' ('The Powerlessness of
Dispositions', ANALYSIS 31.1, Oct., I970, p. 2).) On the other hand,
Coder would claim that
(3) Being inflated1 would cause b to rise at t, were b unhindered at t.
attributes only a subjunctive property on the grounds that letting go of
b would be sufficient to make being inflated, or more precisely, the state
of having n/v< i, cause rising. For any submerged object x whatever
< I would rise if unhindered. No further property of the
such that
mx/Vx
object or state in question need be appealed to; the result follows from
the fact that the density of water is one, together with the following laws:
1 'Being inflated' must be understood to refer to a state of b, and not to an event, if (3)
is to be an instance of (I).
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(LI) water exerts an upward force on an object equal to the weight of
the water displacedby the object; (Lz) objects move in the direction of
net impressedforce.
Coder is right in thinking that statements of the form (i) do not
attributedispositions to states or anything else, and he is also right in
thinking that an appeal of the form (z) to a further underlyingstate is
therefore out of place. But he has not, I think, given a satisfactory
account of what the subjunctiveconditional in (i) is doing, given that
it isn't expressingdispositionality.It is misleadingat best, and probably
just wrong, to suggest that there is a general distinction to be made
between the cases in which a subjunctiveconditionalis used to attribute
a disposition and the cases in which a subjunctiveconditionalis used to
attributea 'subjunctiveproperty'.An initial cause for suspicion on this
score is the fact that it is difficultto come up with convincing examples
of subjunctiveproperty ascriptionin which the subject of ascriptionis
an object ratherthan a state as in (i) and (3).
Coder provides two examples. The first we have already seen: a
would get wet were a immersedin water. This is just not convincing.
Some objects do not "get wet" when immersedin water, e.g., objects
alreadywet, or (less trivially)objects like the back of a duck or a heavily
waxed steel ball that have a high surfacetension. So there are special
featuresof an objectbeyond the fact of immersionwhich must be present
to guaranteethat it would get wet if immersed. Of course, we might
agree to mean by 'wet' simply surrounded
by water,but then the example
is uninteresting.
Here is Coder'ssecond example:
We do not attributea dispositionto a houseon the groundsthatit would
disintegrateat ground zero in an atomic blast. An explosionof this
magnitudeis sufficientto destroya buildingregardlessof any special
featuresthatit mighthave.(Coder,op. cit., p. zoi.)
Again, this seems just false. An atomic blast will not disintegrateany
old object at groundzero. It isn't even obvious thatanyold building
would
disintegrate,but the referenceto buildings here is cheating. Buildings
are objects of a certainkind (on a certain scale, put together of pieces,
and so on). Hence, we might well argue that a would disintegrateat
ground zero becausea is a building(and not an electron). This seems
analogous to arguing that b would rise if unhindered because b is
inflated (i.e., because mblb < I). So the tendency of a building to disintegrateat ground zero of an atomic blast is a disposition of that building by the same test which makes elevancy a disposition of inflated
basketballs.It begins to look as if only states, and not objects, have
'subjunctive properties'.1 Since it is precisely the move from attributing
1
Perhaps the tendency of masses and charged particles to obey their respective inverse
square laws are, by Coder's tests, subjunctive properties of objects. These are special casesprima facie counter-examples to Armstrong's thesis from the start-which I will discuss
briefly in section V.
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dispositions to objects to attributingdispositions to states which gets
Squires'regress going, Coder's solution looks less like the application
of an independentlyrequireddistinction,and more like the invention of
a distinctionmade to order. This is not a refutation,but it should make
us suspicious.
III

Coder is right in thinking that not all subjunctive conditionals
express dispositionality,and right in particularin thinking that statements of the form (i) do not. But I do not find convincing his account
of the distinction between those subjunctive conditionals which do,
and those which do not, express dispositionality. Rather than try to
refute directly Coder's reply to Squires,I shall proceed by developing
what I hope is a better alternative.
Statementsof the form (I) do not attributedispositionsto states,for
statescannot have dispositions.No doubt we often speakas if they did;
we say that certainstates are unstable,for example,but this is simply a
convenient way of saying that objects in those states are disposed to
change statesin a variety of common circumstances.Equally important
is the fact that states cannot themselvesbe in statesas requiredby statements of the form (z). There is no room for the concept of a state
progressing through a series of states, or indeed for the concept of a
state changing at all. Talk of changes of state refer to one state of an
object succeeding and replacing another, and not to changes in the
state itself. For example, we specify the state of a physical system by
specifyingthe values of certainparameters(the state variables).Altering
the value of one or more of these parametersrepresentsa change in the
system, one state replacinganother.There is no room here for the concept of a state enduring through change, for to representa change in
this context is to change the value of a parameter,and this simply
amountsto representinga new state. We do speak of a gas being hot or
a person being angry, and of these states becoming
moreintense,but the
natural(perhapsonly) way to understandthis is that the gas or person
changed states, from s, (3oo?F/angry)to s, (4oo0F/enraged), where s,
and s, are states of the same kind (tokens of the same type).
If this is right, then Coder'spositive suggestion--that statementsof
the form (i) attribute 'subjunctiveproperties'ratherthan dispositions

of theform(z) areunnecessary-to states,andthereforethatstatements
is prettyseriouslymisleading.(z) is incoherent,andCoder'saccountof
(i) is misleadingin thatit suggeststhata statecanbe a subjectof change
in justthewayanobjectcan,viz., by enduringthroughthemanifestation
of a 'subjunctive
property'.(It shouldcomeas no surprisethatthereare
no plausible examples of something changing 'subjunctiveproperties'
since only states, which can't change, can have them.) To attribute a
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subjunctivepropertyto somethingis at leastthusfarlike attributinga
dispositionto something:we say how that somethingwould behave
if .... But since states cannotbehave, they cannot manifest,hence
cannot have, subjunctivepropertiesany more than they can have
dispositions.
But doesn'tit makesenseto saystatescausethings(e.g., risings),and
isn'tthis behavingin the relevantsense?
In orderto see whatis wrongherewe mustget clearas to whatwe
meanwhenwe saythatb'sbeingin an inflatedstatecausesa risingof b
when b is let go. I thinkthatwhatwe mean(or oughtto mean)is that
b's being in an inflatedstateexplains(or makesit possibleto explain)
why lettingb go (anevent)causesa risingof b (anotherevent).
Supposehindrancesareremovedat t', andb rises.To the question,
'Whydid b rise?'we mayanswer,'Becauseb was inflated;hence
mbl•b
was less thanone, and all suchthingsrisein waterif unhindered'.
To
the question,'Whydo all suchthingsrise in waterif unhindered,
i.e.,
causerisingsin suchobjects?'we mayanswerby
why do unhinderings
Lz
the fact that the densityof wateris one (as
and
and
to
LI
appeal
this
second
from
At
above).
stagewe explainwhyremovinghindrances
b at t' (an event) causeda risingof b at t' (anotherevent):b's being
inflated(mblvb
<i) explainswhy the unhinderingcaused the rising.
to
Appeal LI, Lz andthe factaboutthe densityof waterdemonstrates
that unhinderingb completeda set of conditionssufficientfor rising.
thatb wasin a condition
Putin anotherway,it demonstrates
< i)
(mbl•b
was
but
for
sufficient
for
That
was
which,
beinghindered,
rising.
mblvb
less thanone explainswhy b roseat t' and explainsb'stendencyto rise
of bat t, hadit occurred,wouldhavecompleted
att, sinceanunhindering
a
sufficient
for
conditions
risingof b at t.
is
A moreperspicuousformof
(3), then, (3'):
(3') (An appealto) b'sbeinginflated(i.e., to mbvb< I) at t explains
of b at t, wereit to occur(haveoccurred),
why an unhindering
wouldcause(havecaused)a risingof b at t.
Put this way, (3) evidentlydoes not attributea dispositionor anything
similar(a 'subjunctiveproperty')to b's being inflatedat t: 'b'sbeing
inflated'occurs outside the subjunctiveconstruction.And the subratherthanbeingusedto expressdispositionality,
junctiveconstruction,
is beingusedto hedgeon ontology:no unhindering
or risingof b occurs
at t, but werean unhinderingto occur at t, it wouldcause a rising. (The

subjunctiveconstructionis not beingusedto attributea dispositionto
an unhindering-adispositionto causea risingwere conditionspropitious-for the point of the construction is to emphasize that no
unhinderingof b exists.)
Reading (3) as (3') not only explainswhy no regressis generated;it
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also explains the intuition of Coder and Armstrong that no further

featuresof an objecta (or its states)arerelevantto manifestations
of a
a
a
d
of
once
in
is
basis'
of
d
a
Consider
disposition
'categorical
specified.
(4):
(4) b would rise at t were b unhinderedat t (i.e., b is elevant and
submerged at t).

We asked 'Why would b rise at t were it unhinderedat t?' and answered
< . If we try to
by appealto a categoricalbasis of elevancy,viz.,
mb•b•
raisea question about (3) qua(3') which parallelsthis
question about (4),
we get this: 'Why does (an appealto) b's being inflated (i.e., to Mblvb< I)
at t explainwhy an unhinderingof b at t,were it to occur (have occurred),
would cause (have caused) a rising of b at t?' A theory of explanation
might answer this question, if we take it as a philosophical question.
But in a scientific context, a natural response would be to reject the
question, or simply to repeatthe answer to the question about (4).1 No
furtherscience is needed here.

IV
Dispositions are states, hence not causes, whether we take these
states to be irreducibly dispositional in character(brute) or identify
them with some non-dispositionally specifiable state (a 'categorical
basis').2Thus, Armstrongwas wrong in thinking, as he apparentlydid,
that identifying dispositions with categoricalbases paves the way for
the thesis that dispositions are causes. But he was nearly right: the
identificationsdo pave the way to an account of the role of appealsto
dispositions in causal explanationswhich is not possible if we reject
such identifications.To attributea disposition d to an object a is to say
that a satisfiesa set of conditionssuch that any of a certainkind of events
E would constitute a completing condition (cause) for a manifestation
of d (effect).If dis 'brute',this sort of fact has the statusof an inexplicable
law of nature.When asked 'Why would an event of kind E cause a to
manifestd?' we could only answer'It just would-that's the way things
are'.3On the other hand, if d is identifiedwith a categoricalbasis s in a,
we may be able to explain why an E would cause a manifestationof d
in a, just as we explainedwhy an unhinderingof an elevant and sub1 Perhaps the fact that repeating the answer to the original question (about (4)) would
be a natural response is somehow responsible for Armstrong's curious response to Squires,
cf. Armstrong, op. cit., p. 26.
2 Of course,
acquisition of a disposition is an event, and hence can be a cause. When we
inflate a submerged and unhindered basketball, at a certain point the mass-to-volume ratio
will drop below the density of water, and rising will ensue as an effect of the acquisition of
elevancy. (This appears to be what Brian O'Shaughnessy has in mind at the bottom of page
three in 'The Powerlessness of Dispositions'.)
3 This is just what we are forced to say in the case of dispositions attributed to elementary
particles, e.g., the disposition to coalesce in space according to the inverse square law. This
case will be discussed briefly in the next section.
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merged basketball would cause a rising of that basketball, viz., by
identifying elevancy with having m/v< i, and appealingto Li, L2 and
the density of water. Thus Armstrong'scentral thesis that dispositions
are to be identifiedwith underlyingnon-dispositionallyspecifiablestates
is by no means pointless. Indeed, to rejectthis thesis in a particularcase
seems a counsel of despair:we would be left with a certainsort of thing
regularlybehavingin a certainway undercertainconditionsand no hope
of explainingwhy.
In spite of this, Brian O'Shaughnessythinks there are compelling
reasons for refusing to identify b's elevancy with b's having m/v< i
(O'Shaughnessy,op. cit., p. 3) and even Armstrongadmitsthat perhaps
the identificationdoes not haveto be made (op. cit., p. 26). In what
follows I will show that O'Shaughnessy'sargumentsare inconclusive
and confused. Next I will advance some reasons for thinking that the
identificationmust be made in casesin which the dispositionin question
can be acquiredor lost.
O'Shaughnessy'sargumentsare containedin one short paragraph.
Ex bypothesi,
nothingmoreneedhappenin X for it to become[elevant]'
than the installationof S [mxfvx<I].But can the presenceof S be X's
being [elevant]?Therearetwo reasonswhy not. (i) The obtainingof S
explainselevancyonly upon the suppositionof water'sbeing as it is,
whereasthatit has S is independentof the natureof water.(2) That X
has S, andthatwateris as it is, jointlyexplainX's elevancy;but the conjunctionof a propertyanda separatefact cannotexplainthe presenceof
thatproperty.(O'Shaughnessy,
op. cit., p. 3.)
The point of (I) seems to be that x might be in s and yet not be
elevant, since the density of water might have been, say, 0.5, whereas
m./vI is o.6. This is unimpressive:it shows that 'x is elevant' and 'x has
m/v< i' do not mean the same, but it does not show that, as it happens
(waterbeing as it is), they do not attributethe same state to x.
(2) looks better at first blush, but it turns on taking too literally a
convenient ellipticalmode of expression.It isn't x's elevancy-i.e., the
state of being elevant-which is explainedjointly by the natureof water
and x's being in s. Ratherit is a certainlaw-like regularityof behaviour
which is explained,namely (R)
(R) Elevant things rise in water if unhindered.
We explain (R) by explaining (R') (as above) and pointing out that,
things being as they are, being elevant just is being in s
(R') Things in s (having rlyv< i) rise in water if unhindered.
Of course, it is perfectlyall right to speak of 'explainingelevancy' and
mean 'explaining (R)', since, in attributing elevancy to an object we
1
O'Shaughnessy's term here is 'elevated' rather than 'elevant'. I prefer the latter term
because 'elevated' is ambiguous in a potentially confusing way: 'x is elevated' might mean
'x has risen to the surface' rather than 'x is in a state of elevancy'.
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assert that a certain regularityobtains in the behaviour of that object.
And thereis a sense in which we literally'explainelevancy',i.e., explain
the onset of elevancy by citing a cause of that event. But the characteristic interest of appealsto having m/v< I is in explaining(R), not in
explainingthe onset of elevancy.
Interestingly, Coder seems to have made the same mistake. He
attempts to produce an example of a categoricalbasis which is not a
state.
... not everydispositionneedrestupona concurrentstateor condition
of the objectpossessingthe disposition.... [W]e may explainJones'
hatredof Smithby referenceto whatJones saw. ThatJonessaw hanky
panky is a non-dispositionalpropertyof Jones. But it is not a nondispositionalconditionof him, concurrentwith his hatredof Smith.
(Coder,op. cit.,p. 202.)
This is not a case in point. We may explainb's elevancyby referenceto
someone's having filled b with air (an event), but this is not the sort of
explanationprovided by appealto a categoricalbasis This explainsthe
onset of elevancy (event) as the effect of a filling of b with air (event).
The appealto a categoricalbasis would explain the dispositionalregularity (R), and this does seem to requireappeal to a stateof b, viz., b's
having m/v< i. Similarly,Jones' seeing hanky panky explains(as cause)
the onset of hatred of Smith (as effect). It does not explainthe relevant
dispositional regularity, i.e., it does not explain why Jones would
manifesthatredof Smithwere an event of such-and-sucha kind to occur.
Hopefully, I have neutralized some arguments designed to show
that the identificationof a disposition with its categoricalbasis (if any)
cannot be made. Is there any reason why the identificationshould be
made? I think we can argue that if a disposition d of a can be acquired
or lost by a, then d must be some non-dispositionallyspecifiablestate
of a which standsto manifestationsof d by a as having mblvb < I stands
to manifestationsof elevancyin b.
Supposeb was not elevant at t, and is elevant at t', and suppose that
there is no non-dispositionalway of specifying this state b gets into at
t'. How are we to explainthe event at t' which is the onset of elevancy
in b? We might say that Jones opened the valve in the tube running
from the pressurizedair tank to b, but this would only explainthe onset
of mbvb< i which we have supposeddistinct from the onset of elevancy.
Yet there seems nothing more to be done. The onset of elevancy seems
to stand to the onset of mbYb< I as epiphenomenaliststhink the onset
of pain stands to the onset of certainbrain states. We could hold that
inflating b caused the onset of elevancy andthe onset of mb/b < i, but
the former connection would be an inexplicablebrute matter of fact,
whereas we can readily explain why inflating b caused the onset of
< I. Of course, we could explainwhy inflating b caused the onset
mb/Yb
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of mb/vb< I and then get a kind of covering-lawexplanationof the onset
of elevancy by appealingto a correlationbetween elevancy and having
m/v< i. But this correlation itself would then be inexplicable--asked
why elevant things have m/v< i, we would have to reply with the short
is bypassed
answer:that'sjust the way things are. All this embarrassment
if we identifyelevancyin b with b's having m/v< i. We can have a theory
of elevancyacquisitionin b without recourseto inexplicablecausalconnections, or inexplicablecorrelationsof supposedlydistinct states.
In general,the possibility of a non-trivialexplanationof the acquisition or loss by a of a dispositiond dependson the possibilityof identifying d with some particularnon-dispositionallyidentifiablestate or condition s of a. We can find a kind of backhandedconfirmationof this in
the fact that the more plausibleit becomes to think of a disposition as
brute, the more difficultit becomes to conceive of its acquisitionor loss.
We might 'imagine' an electron changing charge, but do we really
understandour words here? How could such a change be accounted
for? The notion of an elementaryparticle-assuming that is what an
electron is-leaves us with no room to manoeuvre:we describea new
situation, but there is no apparatusfor understandingthe supposed
change. It seems that we are forced to regardbrute dispositionsas permanent and unalterableby the fact that acquisition or loss of such a
disposition would be inexplicable.In the face of this fact there will be
a tendency to deal with apparent counter-examplesby locating the
change in the environmentof the disposed object, or by searchingfor a
categoricalbasis.
Armstrong stalksaroundthis point (op. cit., pp. 23-24) but fumbles
it. Supposingthat a piece of glass not brittle before t becomes brittle at
t, Armstrong remarksthat there must have been some change in the
glass which accounts for the difference.
Whatcan the natureof the changebe? The only possiblealternatives
seem to be (a) the glass has acquired,or lost, someactual,categorical
property;(b) the glasshas acquired,or lost, some potentialitywhichis
not an actualcategoricalpropertyof the thing.
Armstrong thinks (b) commits us to merely possible properties,which
he quite rightly objects to: what, afterall, would it be for something to
acquirea merelypossible, but not actual,property?But (b) commits us
to no such things. To acquirea potentialityis to acquirean actualproperty. The question is whether acquisition of such a property must
always be identified with acquisition of some non-dispositionally
specifiable state. Armstrong spuriously contrasts 'categorical' with
'non-actual' by sliding from 'non-categorical'through 'potential' to
'non-actual'.This thinly conceals a confusion between possibly having
a property (e.g., possibly breaking) with having a merely possible (i.e.,
non-actual) property.
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V
Are there brute dispositions? There shouldn't be, but there are. I
have already mentioned the disposition of all elementaryparticles to
obey various inverse square laws. (This is O'Shaughnessy'sexample
again.) This is an embarrassment.Why do masses coalesce ratherthan
the opposite, or nothing? Why not according to an inverse cube law?
We have nothing to say here except 'They just do--it is the natureof the
beast'. Molibre's joke comes back to haunt us at this level: masses
coalescebecausethey are so disposed,i.e., becausethey have a power of
coalescense.There seems to be no cure. Straight-forwardlycategorical
propertiessuch as shape and size just are not enough. Even Lucretius
had to supposehis atoms rigid and (worse)possessedof a brutetendency
to move straight"downward".
Here it is tempting to say with Coder that the states in question are
not special features of the objects in question, but universal.Not so:
electronsand protons differin charge.
Finally, let us not confuse the case of brute dispositions with other
more harmlesscases leading to short answers. If we ask why there is
motion, or why unhinderedmoving objects continue moving, we must
give the short answers:there just is, and they just do. But this is harmin the statusquowhich need accounting for
less, for there are no changes
think there were. But when a brute disused
to
here, though people
a bona fide change crying out for
we
have
manifests
itself,
position
the
and
but
none
trivial
explanationis or can be forthcomexplanation,
I
a philosopher should or can say
I
confess
that
know
what
don't
ing.
about this.
TheJohnsHopkinsUniversity

ENTRENCHMENT AND VALIDITY
By MICHAEL A.

SLOTE

Goodmanhas not only posed the New Riddleof Induction
suggested a solution to it according to which, roughly
entrenchment
of predicatesbrings about, or helps to bring
the
speaking,
about, their projectibility,i.e., the validity of their use in inductive inferences or generalizations.xAnd the entrenchmentof a predicateis a

NELSON
but has

1 1 have considerably simplified Goodman's views about the relations between entrenchment and validity, for ease of exposition. But this does not, I think, substantially affect the
force of our argument here against Goodman's views. For fuller discussion of those views,
see Goodman's Fact, Fiction, and Forecast,Indianapolis: Bobbs-Merrill, 1965, Ch. 4; and R.
Schwartz, I. Scheffler and N. Goodman's An Improvement in the Theory of Projectibility',
J. Phil. 67, 1970, pp. 605-608.

